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Offering a more accessible alternative to casebooks and historical commentaries, Law Among

Nations explains issues of international law by tracing the field's development and stressing key

principles and processes. This comprehensive text eliminates the need for multiple books by

combining discussions of theory and state practice with excerpts from landmark cases. Renowned

for its rigorous approach and clear explanations, Law Among Nations remains the gold standard for

undergraduate introductions to international law. Learning Goals Trace the development of

International Law through key principles and processes.  Illustrate important issues and theories

using excerpts from landmark cases.
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Larry Taulbee has refreshed Gerhard von Glahn's Law Among Nations for modern international law

courses. It is an insightful and instructive text that consistently serves me in helping students

understand the fundamental concepts of international law. Robert Gorman, Texas State University

Gerhard von Glahn (late) was Professor of Political Science at the University of Minnesota, Duluth.

James Larry Taulbee is Associate Professor of Political Science at Emory University.

As an instructor using the book for the first time to teach an undergraduate course, I was generally

pleased with the scope and content, although I supplemented many chapters with updates in key



areas given that much of the 2012 edition was written four or more years ago. As with most basic

textbooks covering a broad range of subject matter some parts provide a greater in-depth analysis

than others. The use of one page case summaries is a good approach for students who have no

legal training but results in some situations where the information provided is incomplete. Although I

have a hard copy I also "rented" the Kindle edition so I could use it on my iPad, with the

understanding that I could choose to "purchase" that edition for an additional payment later in the

year. Unfortunately, Pearson discontinued the Kindle edition and in doing so deprived me of being

able to preserve my highlighting and comments. I plan to the extent possible to avoid purchasing or

recommending Pearson textbooks in the future.

I bought this edition to save money but was worried it may be missing some information in the new

textbooks and I have not noticed any major differences and I'm almost done with this class.

Great book, I recommend it. Had fun reading it

I will recommend this book to those that may be looking for a international law book, but with

specific details.

Excelent condition

Was as expected

The book covers all most all aspects of IL, from the Law of Stateless persons, to the law of the sea,

to special situations, this book really hit on broad key concepts. As a non-pol-sci major, the book

was a great introduction to the field.The book did however lack key figures, or placed a under

emphasis the roles played by these persons in major points of historical law. (most likely edited for

space)The book was shaped funny, but as you use it more you become used to it.The book does a

great job in highlighting pivotal points in IL, and the cases that went along with them.The flow of the

book was great, but at points did drag on points for too long, aka EEZ (Exclusive Econ Zone), and

skipped almost entirely on others, such as trafficking in persons.Overall, good intro book.

fast shipping. low price. Nicely weighted and sharp. Very well-made. a present , satisfied.
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